ADDENDUM 1 for 753-0-WHT012

INVITATION FOR BID:
CONSTRUCTION OF SECURITY FENCE

The following are clarifications for the above referenced Invitation for Bid.

1. Correction on the drawing on the number of post already set by SHSU. The legend on the drawing should read: “17 fence posts already set”.

2. SHSU will provide the required dig permit.

3. Anchor flanges are acceptable on the parking lot side from the building walk gate to the automatic controlled rolling gate.

4. On the east side of the building next to the retaining wall the drawing should show the fence connected to the building two (2) feet back along the side of the building not extending past the building.

5. Under scope of work, number 3 should read;

   Contractor to provide two vehicle gates; one in the front of the building shall be a roll gate and the one in the back of the building shall be a double swing gate. Both gates shall be approximately twenty-five (25) feet in width.

6. Corrected drawing attached.
Red outline indicates fence location.
Approximately 800 linear feet.
Post spacing on 8 foot centers.

SHSU WILL VERIFY WALK GATE LOCATIONS

8' chain link fabric fence

4' walk gate 72' from front curbing

3' spacing from all curbing

4' walk gate 38' from front curb

Automatic controlled roll gate

2' from front of building

17 fence post already set at random heights

2 drive gates